FOLIAR PACK:
The FOLIAR PACK is composed of beneficial microbes and a pharmaceutical grade talc carrier. It
may be used 2 ways, mixed with water, or applied directly by incorporating it in to your
soil/peat/coco mix. It is important to follow the mixing instructions below.

Mixing instructions for watering in:
1) Scoop 1 tsp of the FOLIAR PACK per 1 liter of non chlorinated water.
2) Mix well, breaking up all the clumps so that the solution looks nice and cloudy.
3) Let the solution settle for 3-5 minutes. The talc carrier will slowly settle to the bottom, but
the microbes will stay suspended in the water.
4) Pour or scoop the liquid off the top, avoiding the majority of the talc carrier sitting on the
bottom. The talc carrier is safe, so don't worry about getting a little on the plants or in the soil.
It is best to avoid the majority though because sometimes the talc carrier can clog sprayers and
cause soil to drain slowly. When you are done rinse the talc carrier from the mixing vessel.

As a seedling treatment: 3 tsp/ Liter of non chlorinated water prior to planting.
For Cuttings: Add 1 tsp/Liter of solution prior to placing cutting.
As a drench for rooted plants: 1 teaspoon per liter and water until runoff is present.
As a foliar spray: The solution can be used to spray down all plant and pot surfaces. Make sure you
soak every nook and cranny!
IMPORTANT!!! : WHEN SPRAYING TURN OFF LIGHTS, TURN OFF AC, TURN OFF FANS FOR 2 HOURS.
THIS PACK WORKS BEST WHEN HUMIDITY IS HIGH!!!

Instructions for mixing direct (dry):
Add 1 teaspoon/ gallon of mix. Example: 5 gallon pot would get 5 teaspoons mixed in. That's it!
Mixing it in dry is best done when transplanting to new containers.

